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• information on our world grows dramatically
• a lot of it comes in small pieces and through diverse streams, 

and most of it is short-lived  
(50% of the articles in Nature and Science have a half-life of less than one year)

• absorbing it and building multi-level understanding is crucial and  
will grow in importance with newer…

platforms
‣ Wikipedia
‣ Google Scholar
‣ online courses
‣ educational YouTube channels

methods
‣ translators (www.DeepL.com)
‣ automated text analyses & condensates 

(for the time being assisted by keywords, single 
figure papers,…)

• some things change…
‣ magnitude of information flood and channels
‣ technological,…, psychological tools

• …others don’t
‣ human limitations: finite capacity
‣ methods for digestion of information

focus in the following

http://www.DeepL.com


finite intellectual & creative capacity
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can grow it, and this also consumes capacity, but at any one time
must divide it into four channels

• do something

• acquire information (observe the World, read lecture notes,…)

• process & understand (link with already available knowledge)

• store to & recall from
‣ own mind
‣ own repositories (notebook,…)
‣ society (libraries of all sorts)



Aquisition
• radar

• Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.de)
• wider perspective: podcasts of Nature, Science,… e.g., while doing house work

• multilevel filtering (there is no way to grasp all the available information  
and you will inevitably miss/loose important pieces)

• read title
• if interesting: read abstract

• if interesting: select article and do a quick-read
• if exciting: check modern citations 

(e.g., “cited by” in Google scholar) 
• if key: carefully read and work through

• collect & rehash
• build own collection of articles and database of references
• choose system-independent formats and tools, e.g., .pdf & BibTeX
• may want to look into other tools: e.g., Mendeley, JabRef, Zotero

http://scholar.google.de


Quick-Read
Upon completion of each of the following items decide if it is worth also doing the
next step.

• Get overview (abstract/summary): What is it about? What do I already know
about it? What are new points?
If the field is new to you, it is best to start with a review of the entire field to
gain perspective. Never start with a highly specialized article into a new field.

• Get the meat of the article

– look at figures first: What do they show? Does this fit with my own
understanding? [hint: if figure captions are bad, search in pdf-file]

– read discussion; always think ahead: What will be the next statement, the
explanation? Are all remarkable features of the figures covered?

– if necessary, check specific points in sections on methods and results

• analysis: What are the central findings? How do they fit to what I already
know? What should be the next questions/steps?

The Quick-Read Method

• Never read a section in its entirety the first time: read the first sentence of
each paragraph or a narrow region down the middle of the entire column.

• Scan for key words – do not read all the supplementary language fuss – do not
get caught but keep a constant speed of progress through the text segment you
decided to read.

• During reading mark crucial points, after reading a section make short com-
ments, sketches, draw links between keywords,. . . All this helps to build a net-
work of information in our brain, which is the key to remembering.

• Be aware that this requires training and that it is hard work. You will get
tired quickly at the beginning. If you notice this: stop! There is not reason for
proceeding any further since you will not be able to retain the information.

Processing

• Make short notes for all the collected papers (if they are worth collecting, they
are worth the few minutes to add notes. This may be done in the literature
database, e.g., in BibTEX there is the entry note, or in a reading log, preferably
an electronic one. Again, this helps building the network of information.

• What are cross-links between articles? Add them to the notes.

• Periodically summarize important themes. Are they internally consistent or are
there contradictions, open issues,. . . ? How do different themes fit together?
Again: contradictions, open issues? What are emerging issues, opportunities
for combining concepts, methods,. . . ?

• Periodically check your approach to literature processing. Do I collect knowledge
or just papers? Are my sources of information still adequate?

As an orientation, plan to invest a few hours per week into reading and processing
the information gained. During the initial orientation phase, this time will be much
higher.

before anything else…
stop ALL distractions for some fixed time interval

ALL:
• no email, sms, whatsapp, mattermost, alerts,…
• no goofing off to internet, daydreaming, preparing coffee, or watering plants

comments:
• we are addicts to information flows; it is hard work to gain control
• increase distraction-free intervals in small and consistent steps
• experiment!

as a starter:
https://www.ted.com/talks/tristan_harris_the_manipulative_tricks_tech_companies_use_to_capture_your_attention

fixed time interval:
• set alarm to keep your mind free from checking

for the quick ideas that pop up anyway (buy grocery,…, brilliant inspiration):
• keep a notepad ready (real paper or on computer)
• quickly jot down ideas as they come (unsorted, to get them out of your mind)

https://www.ted.com/talks/tristan_harris_the_manipulative_tricks_tech_companies_use_to_capture_your_attention
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exercise – quick-read one paper
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[we usually do this in a group, here adapted for a single person]

• prepare your work place
‣ sufficient free space, notepad, coffee,… and don’t forget to light the candle

• allocate 10 minutes and quick-read the paper
‣ more for a longer paper, but time must be ridiculously short

• allocate 3 minutes and do an oral presentation of the paper, record it

• listen to it, at twice the speed, and note down open issues

• allocate 4 minutes and go back to the paper for clearing those issues

Allowing for necessary recovery time, you processed the paper in 30 minutes.

Not all material can be absorbed through quick-reading. But it is a way to
‣ decide on what you want to work on more intensively
‣ learn to stay focussed and learn to let go again

two papers provided:‣ Klausmeier 1999‣ Anderson 1972


